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We wanted to highlight a lesser-known story of debate and diplomacy. Drawn to the idea
of unconventional diplomats, we found a review of Women’s Antiwar Diplomacy during the
Vietnam War by Jessica Frazier. We contacted the author, who emailed excerpts of her book in
return. A caption describing an illegal and daring wartime meeting between female American
peace activists and Vietnamese women prompted us to focus on Women Strike for Peace (WSP)
and its diplomatic work with women of Vietnam and political leaders from the U.S., North
Vietnam, and the United Nations.
We began researching WSP in newspaper archives after early internet searches failed. We
found copies of WSP’s newsletter, Memo, in the Wisconsin Historical Society. The articles in
Memo provided us with details on WSP’s protests, meetings, and actions to end the Vietnam War.
The Swarthmore Peace Collection and Washington Area Spark were rich photographic resources.
We enjoyed emailing librarians and discovering documents in the Congressional Record and UN
Archives. Our most significant source was Cora Weiss, WSP leader and four-time Nobel Peace
Prize Nominee. We interviewed her twice at length about her work identifying POWs, dangers
she faced in Vietnam, and the importance of diplomacy. From this research, we constructed the
story of WSP’s impact, from advocating for an end to nuclear weapons to being the first to
demand peace in Vietnam, to its success in electing one of its own to Congress.
Our group created an exhibit that displays our research in an artistic way, which we
designed to be loud and busy like a protest. Protest signs at the top of our exhibit showcase our
hand-lettering talents. A photo of Memo editor Barbara Bick at her desk inspired our base, which
is an homage to the work WSP did from home. It features WSP’s Peace de Resistance
Cookbook, which inspired our title and recipe card captions. We imagine WSP members using

this cookbook to fulfill their conventional roles as dinner-makers while pursuing their
unconventional roles as diplomats.
WSP did not wait for permission to act diplomatically. From its first day, WSP used
diplomacy to contact Kennedy and Khrushchev to influence foreign policy. They faced scrutiny
after traveling to Moscow because they understood what the government did not, that diplomacy
requires working with the enemy to find peace. WSP received direct credit for the passing of the
1963 Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, then pivoted to Vietnam. They picketed and sent petitions, but
what set WSP apart from other protesters was that they worked to understand the complexities of
war through diplomacy. The knowledge gained from meeting face-to-face with Vietnamese
women in Hanoi, Djakarta, and Paris enabled WSP to debate politicians’ motives.
On November 1, 1961, 50,000 American women answered WSP’s call to protest nuclear
testing. From that beginning, WSP developed a strategy for relentless diplomacy that would
reveal the cruelty of the Vietnam War. WSP’s diplomacy secured the release of POWs, mobilized
500,000 everyday women into political action, and cemented women’s role in the prevention and
resolution of war.
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diplomacy to speak frankly to First Lady Johnson at the White House after 16,600
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Americans had died in the war. This photo did not make the exhibit, but it helped us to
understand that WSP felt that young people had lost hope in their future and that ending
the war would provide new hope to them.
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This photo is part of our historical background left panel, and it shows Dagmar Wilson
and 11 WSP members leaving for a two-week meeting with the Soviet Women's
Committee in Moscow, one of their first "unconventional" diplomatic actions. This
helped us to understand that it was important to WSP to use this diplomatic opportunity
to learn the Soviet's side of things, even though they later would be placed under FBI
surveillance.
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Houston, TX), and how they supported groups under threat. Although we choose to tell a
more specific story about their diplomatic efforts to end the Vietnam War, we also
appreciated understanding how WSP responded to other matters. This helped us
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protestors. This helped us understand that WSP would work on issues, such as the
freedom to peacefully demonstrate and police brutality, within the peace movement and
the civil rights movement.
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We used a photo of Barbara Bick editing Memo from this article for our exhibit.
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(November/December 1968): 2-3. Accessed February 4, 2022.
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This photo from Memo was important because we can see that it was diplomatic talks
with Nguyen Thi Binh that allowed Nguyen to tell WSP, who would subsequently tell the
U.S., what the North wanted - all Americans out of Vietnam. It is interesting to us to see
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The photograph from this article is unattributed and was most likely taken by one of the
conference attendees. We used this photograph of WSP members with Vietnamese
women in Cuba to show their diplomatic efforts to end the war.
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no. 8 (November/December 1968): 5-7. Accessed February 4, 2022.
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This article was helpful in our understanding of WSP's diplomatic efforts with Vietnam.
While in Moscow meeting with representatives of both North and South Vietnam, they
earned an additional invitation to travel to Vietnam later in the year. Through all the
diplomatic talks going back to 1964, WSP had clear information from the Vietnamese
that they were resolved never to stop, nor be bullied into peace talks.
Boenzi, Neal. Dagmar Wilson at a '62 Rally. 1962. Photograph. Accessed February 9, 2022.
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/24/us/24wilson.html.
We choose this photo of Dagmar Wilson because it shows her at a microphone, and we
read about her explaining it was first difficult to speak in front of crowds. We think it
shows how she was an unconventional diplomat. She didn't have experience, but she
accomplished so much.
Bracker, Milton. "50 Women Striking for Peace Fly to Geneva to Present Views." The New York
Times (New York, NY), April 2, 1962, sec. 1, 3. Accessed February 3, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1962/04/02/84786845.html?pageNumb
er=3.
This NYT article gave us some insight into public perception of WSP at the time. The
article makes note of the women's dress and "good nature" and helps us understand how
WSP had to be aware of public perception. The article discusses their intent to meet with
official delegations in Geneva to persuade an end to nuclear arms which was an
important early diplomatic effort of WSP.
Brozan, Nadine. "Women's Group Began as One Day Protest 4,215 Days Ago." The New York
Times (New York, NY), May 16, 1973, Late City Edition, sec. A, 52. Accessed January
20, 2022.
This article comes from the end of the Vietnam War but shows us that WSP did not
consider their work in Vietnam finished, as they had an upcoming action planned to
protest bombing that had spread to Cambodia and increases in military spending. The
article quotes early WSP member Ethel Taylor about how WSP quickly shifted to
Vietnam in 1964 which was important to our contention that WSP was the first to protest
Vietnam. We used quotes by Dagmar Wilson and Amy Swerdlow from the article in our
exhibit.
Carper, Elsie. "House Peace Probers Find Witnesses Balky." The Washington Post, Times Herald
(1959-1973) (Washington, D.C.), December 12, 1962, sec. A, 1.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/house-peace-probers-find-witnesses-balky/docview/141635245/se2?accountid=35635.
This Washington Post article goes into detail about the proceedings of the HUAC hearing
and explains that many of those questioned invoked the First and Fifth Amendments in
refusing to answer. Although presenting an opposing viewpoint, it was also important to
see how the HUAC showed a fundamental misunderstanding of diplomacy, as WSP
knew they must work with the enemy to find compromise and peace.
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This Washington Post article was important because it shows the distress some women
felt while being questioned by the HUAC. We also see how WSP's "unorganization"
helped them defend themselves against accusations by the HUAC.
Ibid. "Wouldn't Oust Reds, 'Peace' Chief Testifies." The Washington Post, Times Herald (19591973) (Washington, D.C.), December 14, 1962, sec. A, 2.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/wouldnt-oust-reds-peace-chief-testifies/docview/141648225/se2?accountid=35635.
This newspaper article was important to us because it helped us see how Wilson used wit
against the HUAC and increased our understanding of how WSP operated. As an
opposing viewpoint, we see how some in the public could not understand how peace with
the Soviets must involve the Soviets, despite WSP feeling this was obvious. The article
also mentions women with children in the committee hearing, something that we
understand must have been quite a sight.
Chazanov, Mathis. "20-Year Campaign for Women's Organization: Billboard Shuns Usual Ads
to Make Pitch for Peace." Los Angeles Times (Los Angeles, CA), July 16, 1987.
Accessed January 5, 2022. https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1987-07-16-we4393-story.html.
This LA Times article presented direct responses by Mary Clarke, Ethel Taylor, Orpha
Goldberg, and others on how, after being rejected by many advertising firms, they
created their billboard. The group discusses the issues the billboard continues to cover
and how it's helped their cause. Goldberg also commented that the success of WSP came
from the opportunity it gave all women to become leaders.
Chen, Teddy. 125,000 Rally at UN against Vietnam War. April 5, 1967. Photograph. Accessed
February 9, 2022.
https://dam.media.un.org/CS.aspx?VP3=DamView&VBID=2AM94S4FSL6J&SMLS=1
&RW=1079&RH=695.
This UN photo is part of our unconventional diplomacy middle panel. It is important for
us because it shows us that every WSP protest was an opportunity for diplomacy. On the
day of the Spring Mobilization, Wilson, Dr. King, Dr. Spock, and others delivered a
formal protest accusing the U.S. of violating the U.N. Charter to U.N. Undersecretary
Bunche at the UN.
Ibid. UN Secretary-General U Thant Presented with Scroll of Gratitude. October 29, 1963.
Photograph. Accessed February 9, 2022.
https://dam.media.un.org/CS.aspx?VP3=DamView&VBID=2AM94S4FHWPV&SMLS=
1&RW=874&RH=695.
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This UN photo is on the left panel of our exhibit and shows WSP presenting a scroll of
gratitude to U.N. Secretary-General U Thant for his role in disarmament. It helps us see
that even though they lacked official capacity, WSP would strive to continue diplomatic
discussions with U Thant and the United Nations through the Vietnam War.
Chinn, Gus. First Women's Mass Anti-Nuclear Demonstration: 1961. November 1, 1961.
Photograph. Accessed February 6, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/50022543152/in/album72157703664114941/lightbox/.
This photo is from Washington Area Spark and shows Wilson delivering a letter for First
Lady Jacqueline Kennedy asking her to speak out on nuclear disarmament. Another letter
was delivered to the Soviet Embassy for Nina Khrushchev, wife of the Soviet Premier. It
was important to us because it shows diplomacy from day one and is included in our
exhibit.
Ibid. New Women's Group Holds Mass Anti-Nuke Protest: 1961. November 1, 1961. Photograph.
Accessed February 5, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/50597117697/in/album72157703664114941/.
This photo is from Washington Area Spark and shows a pregnant WSP protestor in front
of the White House. We used this photo in our exhibit to show that WSP strategically
used their roles as wives and mothers to demand an end to nuclear testing by arguing for
the protection of their children.
Christian Science Monitor. Senator and His Mail. May 17, 1967. Photograph.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23871.
This photo of a clipping from The Christian Science Monitor reproduced in Memo is on
our right panel to show the mobilization of women. It shows Sen. Fullbright behind a
mountain of letters from WSP members. We understand that through Memo, WSP gave
women a way to communicate with politicians.
Church, Frank. Letter to Reba Smith, June 1966. Accessed January 15, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23723.
This is a reprint of a letter from Sen. Church to a WSP member in the June 1966 issue of
Memo. He writes that he has been encouraged by WSP's growing base of support, and it
is used on our right panel to show how Memo helped women see the impact of their
actions. Mrs. Smith must have been proud to receive his letter because she sent it to
Memo to be published.
Clark, Edward. Mrs. Dagmar Wilson, Head of "Women Strike for Peace" Movement, Talking on
Telephone in Her Home. November 1961. Photograph. Accessed February 5, 2022.
https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/KQFDNd65xVmiIA?hl=en.
This Life Picture Collection photo of Wilson was important to us because it shows
Wilson in the month WSP began. She is on the phone surrounded by paper and
notebooks. It helps us understand how she was doing WSP work in addition to her work
as an illustrator and mother.
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Clavin, Thomas. "Long Island Q&A: Cora Weiss Leading 'People Movements' to Promote Peace
and Equality." The New York Times Long Island Weekly (New York, NY), December 10,
1995, Late Edition, sec. 13, 2. Accessed December 8, 2021.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1995/12/10/098493.html?pageNumber=
286.
In this interview with Cora Weiss, we learn that her children participated in WSP
activities by licking stamps and attending demonstrations. It also confirms her role in
securing the release of three Vietnam POWs. In the interview, we learn Weiss' view that
women's participation in government and world politics is vital to peace.
113 Cong. Rec. 15792 (June 14, 1967) (statement of Senator Mark Hatfield). Accessed February
4, 2022. https://www.congress.gov/bound-congressional-record/1967/06/14/senatesection.
This source was important to us to see that WSP's work was recognized and formally
entered into the Congressional Record. It was also important to see how swiftly they
could act. In the record, Hatfield asked Johnson to be aware that WSP collected a petition
of 3,000 signatures in two hours to demand Johnson end the war.
Cora Weiss Alleges Pentagon Utilization of POW Mail. 1972. Manuscript/Mixed Material.
https://www.loc.gov/item/powmia/pwmaster_121614/.
In looking at the Library of Congress, we found many documents about Cora Weiss and
POWs, including this memo. The text was important because it confirms Cora helped
escort three POWs home. Interestingly, it confirms the government included espionage
equipment in the POW mail Weiss delivered, which she was unaware of at the time.
Cora Weiss and Committee of Liaison Members. 1972. Photograph. Swarthmore Peace
Collection. Swarthmore College, Cora Weiss Papers.
After our telephone interview with Cora Weiss, we went in search of a photo of the
Committee of Liaison, and we were happy to work with the librarians at Swarthmore to
get this photo. Here, Cora stands outdoors in Vietnam, apparently coordinating the
release of POWs. In our interview, Cora Weiss explained her work in detail in identifying
and helping release prisoners.
Cora Weiss at Bach Mai Hospital. June 1972. Photograph. Swarthmore Peace Collection.
Swarthmore College, Cora Weiss Papers.
After speaking with Cora Weiss, we went in search of a photo from Bach Mai Hospital.
Here she stands in a bombed-out hole of the hospital wall. WSP worked to rebuild the
hospital, which was a story Weiss told us.
Covenant Sunday School Class, First United Methodist Church. Interview by the author. Dallas,
TX. April 21, 2022.
We interviewed several Covenant Sunday School class members of First United
Methodist Church in Dallas who experienced duck-and-cover drills as children. They
explained that despite their young age, they felt certain that hiding under a school desk
would not protect them from a nuclear attack, and they also described the fear they
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experienced as a result. This interview helped our understanding of how the mothers of
WSP must have felt in wanting to protect their children through the prevention of war
and not ineffective drills.
Crane, Ralph. Billboard Erected by Women's Strike for Peace-California. March 1968.
Photograph. Accessed February 5, 2022.
https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/billboard-erected-by-women-s-strike-for-peacecalifornia/hgGIWYXb3WVbJg?hl=en.
This Life Picture Collection photo helped us understand that WSP used many tactics to
call attention to the Vietnam War. WSP's Hollywood billboard was constantly maintained
to starkly remind people of the casualties of the war. It took us some time to find this
image, and we were sad to pull it from the exhibit after our district competition.
Cronk, Sue. "Ban Banners Banned as Mothers March: Mothers Move for Test Ban." The
Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973) (Washington, D.C.), May 9, 1963, sec. E,
1-2. http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/ban-banners-banned-as-mothers-march/docview/141817641/se2?accountid=35635.
This Washington Post article was important because it shows public perception of WSP,
with many still focused on the way WSP members dressed or their occupations, which
WSP had to use to their advantage. This article also talks about how they were prevented
from picketing on Capitol grounds, but they nevertheless made their way in to try and
meet with their representatives.
Ibid. "WSP Wrings Protest." The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973) (Washington,
D.C.), March 6, 1964, sec. C, 3.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historical-newspapers/wspwrings-protest/docview/142310337/se-2?accountid=35635.
This Washington Post article was critical for our thesis since it confirms the WSP
dishtowel petition protest included Vietnam, as it mentions placards urged Johnson to
"Find a Peaceful Solution in Viet-Nam." We searched the Washington Post, LA Times,
and New York Times for any Vietnam protests before this March 6, 1967 protest and
found none. The article also mentions that the women were not well-received by Senators
and explains how WSP used direct-action protests as a way to seek diplomatic meetings
with officials.
D.C. Public Public Library Washington Star Collection. 'Peace or Perish' Say Demonstrators:
1962. January 15, 1962. Photograph. Accessed February 6, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/50627882218/in/album72157703664114941/.
We included this photo in our background section, and it is important because it shows
that WSP continued to march, and President Kennedy continued to watch from the White
House. On this day, Kennedy was particularly concerned about them in the rain and
asked his science adviser about nuclear fallout in acid rain.
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Debebe, Eskinder. Press Conference on Role of Women in Peacebuilding. October 26, 2006.
Photograph. Accessed February 10, 2022.
https://dam.media.un.org/CS.aspx?VP3=DamView&VBID=2AM94S4Y48MT&SMLS=
1&RW=755&RH=638.
This photo is on the right panel of our exhibit, showing the impact of WSP. WSP
member Weiss was nominated four times for the Nobel Peace Prize and continues to lead
international peace organizations.
Des Moines Register. Pentagon Political Cartoon. February 1967. Illustration.
This cartoon from the Des Moines Register in reproduced in Memo and appears on our
center panel. The cartoon helps us understand that the Pentagon protest had just
happened, as well as a military ban on a magazine that had a poem by a child about peace
in Vietnam. This helped us consider multiple perspectives.
Diamond, Olga. WSP with Linus Pauling. May 1963. Photograph.
This image shows that WSP rallies often included diplomatic meetings. During the
Mother's Day rally, Wilson and WSP members lobbied the state department with Linus
Pauling, winner of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry. WSP invited scientists to lecture and
lobby with them to better inform the public and politicians.
Diamondstein, Sarah. "Women Still Strike for Peace." The New York Times (New York, NY),
January 29, 1978, Late City Edition, sec. WC, 12. Accessed January 4, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1978/01/29/110784652.html?pageNum
ber=351.
This opinion piece in the Westchester Weekly Section of The New York Times was
important as we considered what happened after Vietnam for WSP. It explains that the
end of the Vietnam War was not the end of WSP. It explains that WSP was still pursuing
diplomacy even into 1978 as they raised questions of Carter at a Pentagon briefing about
his nuclear policy.
Duckles, Madeline. "When American Women Telephone the White House." Interview by Mary
Edwards. Memo: National Bulletin of Women Strike for Peace 5, no. 4
(November/December 1966): 12-13. Accessed February 4, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23793.
This article is a reprint of the interview published in Perspectives, a publication of the
World Council of Peace. This interview was important because Duckles tells how women
in WSP became more politically engaged over time. Another important thing we learned
is that it was the burned children of Vietnam that compelled them to find a way to help
and act.
The Evening Star. Sure Beats Minding the Kids. February 18, 1967. Illustration. Accessed
February 11, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23816.
This reprint of a political cartoon from the Washington D.C. Evening Star depicts women
carrying Women Strike for Peace picket signs with their clothes torn up. We used this
image in our exhibit to show how WSP became more determined even after police
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response at protests became fiercer. It is important because it shows the women had their
job as mothers, which the cartoon implies is still harder than protesting.
Ibid. U Thant Cartoon and Clipping from the Evening Star. January 1967. Illustration. Accessed
February 11, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23800.
This illustration helped us understand that WSP earned a seat at the table with the world's
largest international peace organization.
Foley, Eileen. "They Work, Plan and Hope All Year to Make 'Peace on Earth' a Reality." The
(Philadelphia) Sunday Bulletin (Philadelphia, PA), December 10, 1967, Women Today,
4. https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23811.
This interview from the Sunday Bulletin reprinted in Memo was important to us because
it was written for women, coming from the Women Today/Society/Fashions section of
the paper. The interviewer asks Ethel Taylor and others if average women can do
anything to promote peace. From this, we understand that WSP was successful because it
showed women exactly how to get involved.
Ford, Elizabeth. "Peace Group Studies Arms." The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973)
(Washington, D.C.), September 9, 1962, sec. F, 24.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/peace-group-studies-arms/docview/141475615/se-2?accountid=35635.
This article discusses a book WSP produced on disarmament. It was important because it
explains that WSP was not interested in hearing from American politicians about the
Soviet Union's position on disarmament but instead decided to look at the Soviet position
first-hand to bring light to the subject, dig through the political motivations, and uncover
the truth. Their investigation revealed that the two sides, American and Soviet, were
much closer than reported by the U.S.
Gordon, Lorraine. "Lorraine Gordon (Village Vanguard, Jan. 20. 2005)." Interview by Ted
Panken. Today Is the Question: Ted Panken on Music, Politics, and the Arts. Last
modified June 10, 2018. Accessed January 18, 2022.
https://tedpanken.wordpress.com/tag/village-vanguard/.
This interview with Gordon was important in our understanding of the daily lives of
WSP members. She talks about her work in WSP as a full-time, unpaid job that she did
alongside full-time employment and motherhood. She also discusses WSP's beginnings
from concerns over contaminated milk affecting children.
Grant, Milton. Security Council Unanimously Adopts Resolution Calling for Participation of
Women in the Prevention, Management, and Resolution of Conflict. October 31, 2000.
Photograph. Accessed February 10, 2022.
https://dam.media.un.org/CS.aspx?VP3=DamView&VBID=2AM94S4Y48MT&SMLS=
1&RW=755&RH=638#/DamView&VBID=2AM94S4YOPNZ&PN=1&WS=SearchRes
ults.
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This image is on our right panel for WSP's impact. We learned that WSP's diplomacy has
a lasting impact as part of Resolution 1325 which addresses war's disproportionate cost to
women and the importance of involving women in every aspect of peacebuilding.
Grunewald, Juanita. Letter to the editor. The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973)
(Washington, D.C.), December 19, 1962, sec. A, 20.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/letters-editor/docview/141653413/se-2?accountid=35635.
This letter to the editor titled United for Peace by WISP (Women International Strike for
Peace) member Grunewald helped us to understand that WSP had an international
influence. Grunewald writes that WISP members support Wilson against the HUAC and
believed nothing could be more American than speaking one's mind according to one's
conscience. We understand that the HUAC sought to find fault, not loyalty, in WSP.
Halloran, Richard. "Tactics Disputed in Fight to Win Release of P.O.W.'s." The New York Times
(New York, NY), June 7, 1971, Late City Edition, sec. 1, 3. Accessed February 5, 2022.
https://www.nytimes.com/1971/06/07/archives/tactics-disputed-in-fight-to-win-releaseof-pows.html.
This newspaper article was important to our thesis in developing the idea that WSP
brought the ignorance of politicians to light and debated their motives. In this case, Nixon
insisted on the release of POWs before withdrawing troops. Cora Weiss, however, tried
desperately to show Nixon that the Vietnamese would only release troops after the
withdrawal of troops, as called for in the Geneva Convention.
Harvey, Clarie Collins. Letter to Dora Wilson, April 24, 1964. Accessed February 5, 2022.
https://www.amistadresearchcenter.org/single-post/clarie-collins-harvey-civil-rightswomens-peace-movements.
This letter from Womanpower United is sent on behalf of their group and WSP to a
young woman selected to go to The Hague for a rally in connection with NATO sessions.
This was important to our understanding of the impact of WSP, as they helped women
build political leadership.
Hester, Hugh B. Letter to the editor. The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973)
(Washington, D.C.), January 2, 1963, sec. A, 18.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/letters-editor/docview/141928226/se-2?accountid=35635.
This letter to the editor titled Role of WSP was important because it gives credit to
Wilson's diplomacy even as her motivations were called into question by the HUAC. He
asks how can peace be achieved if not by communicating and compromising with the
Soviets as Wilson and WSP had done.
Hunter, Marjorie. "President Responds to Pickets for Peace." New York Times (New York, NY),
January 16, 1962, Late City Edition, sec. A, 1-18. Accessed December 21, 2021.
https://www.nytimes.com/1962/01/16/archives/president-responds-to-pickets-for-peacepresident-looks-at-peace.html.
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This New York Times article explains that WSP managed to grab Kennedy's attention as
they protested outside the White House in the rain and that they met with Adrian Fisher,
Deputy Director of the Disarmament Agency. It was helpful in our understanding of
WSP's diplomatic action in meeting with Fisher as well as their impact on Kennedy. The
article goes on to say that activists all over the world and on both sides of the Cold War
followed WSP's example.
Institute for Policy Studies. Coretta Scott King Portrait. Photograph. Accessed February 9, 2022.
https://ips-dc.org/black_women_make_history_too/.
This photograph shows African American women were part of WSP. King was a lifelong
peace advocate, even before meeting and marrying civil rights leader Martin Luther King
Jr., and she helped WSP understand peace abroad was impossible without peace at home.
We used her photo on the left panel to show her involvement in the Test Ban Treaty and
Geneva Conferences.
Kitt, Eartha. "White House Incident." Interview by Renee Poussaint. Zinn Education Project
Teaching People's History. Accessed January 18, 2022.
https://www.zinnedproject.org/news/tdih/eartha-kitt-spoke-at-white-house/.
This interview helped us understand Eartha Kitt's response to the backlash she faced after
visiting the White House. She explained there was a CIA dossier on her, which forced her
to move her career abroad.
Laffont, J. P. Cora Weiss. September 28, 1972. Photograph. Accessed February 10, 2022.
https://jplaffont.photoshelter.com/image/I0000FVV5jNdqrUw.
This is a photo of Cora Weiss at a press conference for the Committee of Liaison with
Families of Servicemen Detained in North Vietnam (COLIFAM) after she accompanied
three U.S. fighter pilots held as prisoners home from Hanoi, via Beijing, Moscow and
Copenhagen. This photo helped us understand WSP's impact on POWs.
Lewin, Esther Jean, Mary Clarke, and Kay Hardman. Peace De Resistance: A Cookbook.
Illustrated by Jay Rivkin. N.p.: Women Strike for Peace, 1968.
We were so happy to learn that WSP published a cookbook and that we were able to find
it in a used bookstore. The cookbook is on our replica desk because it helps us tell the
story of these women as mothers, and it also inspired us to use index card recipe cards as
the design for our captions. The inside cover gives a great quote about the hot stove and
the hot line, meaning the picket line, which we used on our timeline of protests.
Library of Congress. Bella Abzug. 1970. Photograph. Accessed February 9, 2022.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bella_Abzug#/media/File:Bella_Savitsky_Abzug.jpg.
This Library of Congress photo is used for Abzug's portrait on the right side of our board
concerning WSP's impact. She is important to include because she pushed WSP to
include lobbying in their efforts and worked to organize women's majority vote into a
political force.
Ibid. Congresswoman Patsy Mink, Mme. Nguyen Thi Binh, Foreign Minister of the Provisional
Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam, and N.Y. Congresswoman Bella Abzug.
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April 21, 1972. Photograph. Accessed February 11, 2022.
https://www.loc.gov/loc/lcib/1006/detail/mink03.html.
With Nixon as President, peace became even more elusive, and WSP continued
diplomatic efforts for another four years, as this Library of Congress photo of Abzug in
Paris with Nguyen Thi Binh illustrates. Studying Abzug and later WSP action helped us
understand that WSP never swayed administration officials to understand why
withdrawal from Vietnam was the only path to peace.
Ibid. Live like Her: Nguyen Thi Binh. Photograph. Accessed February 10, 2022.
https://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2015649162/.
Nguyen's push for total withdrawal made her an icon in the U.S, with her image
appearing on t-shirts and posters, like this photo of a political poster. When Nguyen met
WSP in Paris, she told of new and continued bombing despite formal peace talks, and she
contended North and South Vietnam were united in their desire to see America withdraw.
Studying Nguyen helped us understand that WSP's contact with Nguyen helped report
what was happening in Vietnam and that the U.S. government fundamentally
misunderstood the situation.
Life Line Foundation, Melvin Munn. "Peace Movement Infiltrated by Reds." Life Lines 7, no. 34
(March 19, 1965): 1-4. https://jstor.org/stable/community.28145727.
This opinion piece was important in that it looked at the HUAC hearings from the
perspective of those who believed that WSP was communist. From this, we learned that
those in support of the HUAC saw WSP's usage of the fifth amendment as evidence that
they were communists. It also quotes Dagmar Wilson's testimony where she explains that
within WSP no one person was in charge, which we understand turned out to shield them
from the HUAC.
Los Angeles Times. Women Strike for Peace Members Dressed in Black Carrying Roses and
Signs during March in Los Angeles, Calif., 1965. March 21, 1965. Photograph.
https://digital.library.ucla.edu/catalog/ark:/21198/zz0002td38.
We used this LA Times image of California WSP using a motherhood image to protest
Vietnam. It shows women dressed in funeral attire, and it is included in our timeline of
protests in our right panel.
Ibid. Women Strike for Peace, Picket March in Front of State Building in Los Angeles, Calif.,
1961. November 1961. Photograph.
We used this LA Times photo on our left panel to show the history of WSP and that
women as far as the Los Angeles State Building joined the November 1, 1961 protest.
Louis Armstrong House Museum. Lorraine Gordon with Louis Armstrong. Photograph.
Accessed February 10, 2022. https://www.louisarmstronghouse.org/.
We zoomed into this photo to get a portrait of Lorraine Gordon for our center panel. We
felt it was important to highlight Gordon's unconventional diplomacy. Without formal
authority, Gordon arranged all 17 diplomatic meetings in Geneva, leading to invitations
to Moscow and Gordon and Clarke being the first in the U.S. peace movement to visit
Hanoi.
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Love, Kennett. "240 Here March in Peace 'Strike.'" The New York Times (New York, NY),
January 31, 1962, Late City Edition, sec. 1, 3. Accessed February 3, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1962/01/31/90133336.html?pageNumb
er=3.
This newspaper article teaches us about some of the early interactions with police at
WSP protests and discusses some of their difficulties in being recognized. WSP protested
at the Atomic Energy Commission, and though their protests were likely ignored, they
still tried because they believed it was better to take action than to do nothing.
Lytlle, Bradford. Madame Nguyen Thi Binh. Illustration. Accessed January 5, 2022.
https://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search/object/nmah_1916818.
We considered using this political poster of Nguyen Thi Binh in our exhibit. It was made
by peace activist, Bradford Lytlle. Nguyen Thi Binh was a Vietnamese communist leader
and politician who negotiated at the Paris Peace Conference on behalf of the Viet Cong,
and we appreciate seeing multiple interpretations of political posters in her honor.
Marder, Dorothy. Censure Nixon Rally, Women Strike for Peace. January 18, 1972. Photograph.
Accessed February 10, 2022.
https://www.swarthmore.edu/library/peace/Exhibits/Dorothy%20Marder/MarderExhibit1
A_files/MarderExhibit1A.html.
This photo is on our timeline of protests and shows demonstrators protesting in favor of a
government resolution that would censure President Nixon. It helped us understand that
WSP tried to convince Nixon to end the war with no success.
Ibid. Elizabeth Moos and Dagmar Wilson Anti-Nixon/Thieu Rally. November 1, 1972.
Photograph. Accessed February 10, 2022.
https://www.swarthmore.edu/library/peace/Exhibits/Dorothy%20Marder/MarderExhibit1
A_files/MarderExhibit1A.html.
This is the last photo on our timeline of protests, and it shows Dagmar Wilson still
protesting in 1972. We choose this photo because we wanted to start with Wilson and end
with Wilson.
Marjorie, Hunter. "5,000 Women Rally in Capital against War." The New York Times (New
York, NY), January 16, 1968, Late City Edition, sec. A, 3. Accessed January 7, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1968/01/16/77165609.html?pageNumb
er=3.
This written account of the Jeanette Rankin Brigade confirms the participation of 5,000
women, including Dagmar Wilson and Coretta Scott King. We learned the women
remained peaceful after not being allowed on the Capitol grounds. They instead pushed
ahead with diplomatic efforts and sent Mrs. Rankin as part of a 15-woman delegation to
meet with two Senate leaders, presenting petitions to John McCormack and Mike
Mansfield.
Martufi, Rosemary. Rep. Abzug Takes 'Peace Oath': 1971. January 22, 1971. Photograph.
Accessed February 9, 2022.
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/49761484227/in/album72157703664114941/.
This photo is used on our right panel to show the impact of WSP. We learned one
outcome of The Women's Vote is the Peace Vote campaign brought Abzug into the House
of Representatives, surrounded here on her inauguration by 500 WSP'ers on the House
steps. She took her official oath inside the House and then her "peace oath" with WSP
after, as depicted in the photo.
McCardle, Dorothy. "Ten Tell Viet-Nam Story." The Washington Post, Times Herald (19591973) (Washington, D.C.), July 23, 1965, sec. C, 3.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historical-newspapers/tentell-viet-nam-story/docview/142383688/se-2?accountid=35635.
This newspaper article was important because it confirms that the WSP women who
participated in the Djakarta meeting with Vietnamese women learned the only solution to
peace would be the complete withdrawal of the United States from Vietnam. This matters
because 1965 is still considered very early in the war. Even at this early stage, WSP
understood through diplomacy that there would be no winning the Vietnam War.
McLendon, Winzola. "Mrs. Kennedy and Mrs. Khrushchev Reply to Women's Peace Appeals."
The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973) (Washington, D.C.), November 15,
1961, sec. A, 1. http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/mrs-kennedy-khrushchev-reply-womens-peaceappeals/docview/141355524/se-2?accountid=35635.
This newspaper article was one of the most important in helping us understand that WSP
took diplomatic action without any granted authority on their first day of action when
Dagmar Wilson delivered letters to the White House and the Soviet Embassy. From this,
we learned that WSP was given a hearing at the embassy but only allowed to pass the
letter to Kennedy through a police sergeant. Within two weeks, WSP had replies from
both Nina Khrushchev and Jacqueline Kennedy, both supporting peace.
Memo: National Bulletin of Women Strike for Peace 5, no. 2 (September 1966). Accessed
February 11, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23758.
This is a page from Memo that women could clip out and send to Sen. Murphy. It is part
of our right panel, which shows the impact of WSP. This helped us understand how WSP
helped move women into political action.
Molli, Jeanne. "Women's Peace Group Uses Feminine Tactics." The New York Times (New York,
NY), April 19, 1962, Late City Edition, sec. A, 26. Accessed December 18, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1962/04/19/113429705.html?pageNum
ber=26.
This NYT article was helpful for understanding varied perspectives, including the
prevailing attitudes of husbands of the time. It discusses the impact on husbands and
children when 50 WSP women left for the Geneva Conference, including how they
managed to feed themselves dinner, rather than discussing the importance of the Geneva
Convention. It was also important because we learned the public perceived the women to
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be amateurs, but Mrs. Rosenwald countered that the word "amateur" means doing
something for the love of it.
Mottel, Syeus. New York WSP Cora Weiss Confers with D. Benjamin Spock. April 1967.
Photograph. Accessed February 11, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23851.
This photo, reproduced in Memo, didn't make our cut to appear on the center panel, but it
deepened our understanding of WSP's diplomacy. WSP met with professors and
scientists, like Dr. Spock, to help explain the emotional and physical effects of war to
politicians.
Ibid. Women Voters' Action Mapped - Bella Abzug in Front of Women Voters' Campaign
Calendar. November 1967. Photograph.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23930.
This photo is on our right panel to show how Bella Abzug coordinated the legislative
push within WSP. This helped us understand how, through Abzug, WSP developed an
action plan for the 1968 election that would use women's political power to elect a "Peace
President" and a "Peace Congress" that would stop war spending and increase domestic
spending.
Neuman, Janet. "International Mail to WSP on Increase." Memo: National Bulletin of Women
Strike for Peace 5, no. 10 (June/July 1967): 11. Accessed February 4, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23891.
This Memo article was important in developing our idea of unconventional diplomacy.
Neuman says ordinary people say what governments can't or won't and reports on the
impact of WSP worldwide.
Neuman, Janet N. Letter to the editor. The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973)
(Washington, D.C.), July 8, 1962, sec. E, 6.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/letters-editor/docview/141578380/se-2?accountid=35635.
This letter to the editor by Neuman titled Our Children's Future helps us understand the
frustration WSP mothers felt with those in power. WSP wanted politicians to know
children were already being harmed by radiation and demanded that testing stop.
The New York Times (New York, NY). "2D A-Test 'Strike' Staged by Women." December 2,
1961, Late City Edition, sec. 1, 3. Accessed February 3, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1961/12/02/104087368.html?pageNum
ber=3.
This NYT article was important to us in that it showed WSP was willing to take their
appeal to international policymakers at the UN World Health Organization.
The New York Times (New York, NY). "Eartha Kitt Denounces War Policy to Mrs. Johnson."
January 19, 1968, Late City Edition, sec. A, 1-7.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1968/01/19/89317257.html?pageNumb
er=1.
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This newspaper article helped us understand when WSP started to focus on draft
resistance to end the war and how they used irony to help their cause. Lady Bird Johnson
had a nationwide plan to beautify America while the U.S. bombed Vietnam, and WSP
made this irony known. Eartha Kitt was associated with WSP, and when she was invited
to speak at a luncheon on delinquency, she shocked the First Lady by relating
delinquency to the draft.
The New York Times (New York, NY). "800 Women Protest Nuclear Tests; Some Visit Zorin."
February 21, 1962, Late City Edition, sec. A, 3. Accessed December 18, 2021.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1962/02/21/issue.html.
This newspaper article helped show an example of diplomatic action when WSP met
with Valerian Zorin, the Soviet Union's permanent representative to the United Nations,
during a demonstration outside the U.N. WSP made sure that they had the attention of
both the U.S. and the Soviet Union, as there are two sides to a nuclear war.
The New York Times (New York, NY). "A Message to Our Boys in Vietnam." Advertisement.
November 18, 1965, Late City Edition, sec. 1, 12. Accessed February 5, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1965/11/18/issue.html.
We created a replica clipping of this advertisement for our replica desk. The ad was
important to us because it includes a part about how women can disagree with their
government in America.
The New York Times (New York, NY). "Peace Marchers Rally in Midtown 3,500 Demonstrators
Urge Kennedy to Rescind His Nuclear Test Decision Housewives Take Part." April 22,
1962, Late City Edition, sec. A, 1-3. Accessed December 2, 2021.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1962/04/22/121471925.html.
This article was important because we see the public was taking note of WSP's action. It
was significant that the women and their children participated in protesting, and the
article makes note of the participation of babies in baby carriages in the protest. This
helped us understand how WSP used significant events for mothers, such as this Easter
demonstration, as well as Mother's Day, to increase the impact of their work.
The New York Times (New York, NY). "Pentagon Is Stormed by 2,500 Women." February 16,
1967, Late City Edition, sec. 1, 4. Accessed February 3, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1967/02/16/82591626.html?pageNumb
er=4.
This article helped us understand WSP's frustration with their political representatives'
misunderstanding and ignorance of Vietnam. The women not only went to Pentagon to
meet with Generals but also to the White House and Capitol Hill. We learned they were
blocked for some time at the Pentagon, until McNamara ordered them allowed inside
where they were able to meet with his aide, and they continued to the Capitol, where they
questioned Sen. Javits but were unable to see Sen. Kennedy.
The New York Times (New York, NY). "Progress Hailed by Peace Women March to the United
Nations Marks Crusade's 2d Year Acclaimed by U Thant." November 2, 1963, Late City
Edition, sec. A, 10. Accessed January 8, 2022.
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https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1963/11/02/89970675.html?pageNumb
er=10.
This article was important because it confirmed that WSP had presented a scroll of
gratitude to UN Secretary-General U Thant, and it showed that WSP had reached
500,000 supporters within two years. The photo in the article shows Dagmar Wilson and
Coretta Scott King marching to the U.N. just after the Test Ban Treaty was signed. We
understand that WSP legitimized peace movements in the eyes of some lawmakers.
The New York Times (New York, NY). "300 Women Protest Here against Nuclear Testing."
November 2, 1961, Late City Edition, sec. A, 5. Accessed January 8, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1961/11/02/119426438.html?pageNum
ber=5.
This article was helpful because it confirms hundreds of women all over the nation
marched against nuclear arms as a result of one woman asking her friends to take a stand.
It also confirms children took part with their mothers in the protests and that WSP
delivered letters to Premier Khrushchev and Dr. Seaborg, chairman of the A.E.C.
The New York Times (New York, NY). "2,000 Women Protest near U.N. on Nuclear Testing."
November 9, 1961, Late City Edition, sec. A, 3. Accessed December 14, 2021.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1961/11/09/97320976.html?pageNumb
er=3.
This source was important because it shows how WSP was quick to act. We learned that
just 8 days after their November 1st action, they were in New York meeting with Arthur
Dean at the United Nations. WSP protests were often followed by meetings with
politicians.
The New York Times (New York, NY). "Women Carry Peace Plea in March to White House."
December 21, 1968, Late City Edition, sec. A, 3. Accessed January 9, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1968/12/21/76921381.html?pageNumb
er=3.
In the article, we see that WSP met with a Johnson proxy at the White House gate to urge
the President to end the war in his final days in office. Johnson was hospitalized at the
time. This was important to us because it showed they never gave up.
New York Times (New York, NY). "Women Score U.S. at Jakarta Talks." July 19, 1965, Late
City Edition, sec. A, 2. Accessed November 1, 2021.
https://www.nytimes.com/1965/07/19/archives/women-score-us-at-jakarta-talks-10americans-join-vietnam-reds-in.html.
From this newspaper article, we learned that the Djakarta meeting included five women
from North Vietnam, three women from South Vietnam, and ten WSP members who met
together to discuss ways to put pressure on the U.S. government for troop withdrawal in
accordance with the Geneva Agreements of 1954.
The New York Times (New York, NY). "Women's Peace Strike." October 19, 1961, Late City
Edition, sec. 1, 12. Accessed February 3, 2022.
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https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1961/10/19/101479348.html?pageNum
ber=12.
This early article is important because it showed us that WSP was a grassroots movement
started by word of mouth. It also shows how these women were able to get the attention
of the news even as an unofficial organization.
The New York Times (New York, NY). "Women Strike for Peace Urge Unilateral Cease-Fire."
April 7, 1968, Late City Edition, sec. A, 40. Accessed January 10, 2022.
This short piece was important because it shows a diplomatic request by WSP, a
telegram to President Lyndon Johnson days after Martin Luther King Jr. was
assassinated, to stop $30 billion spent on the war and direct that money to rebuild the
U.S. We learned WSP's position that lives were lost here in the U.S. due to neglect by the
government.
The New York Times (New York, NY). "Women to March in Plea for Peace." October 29, 1961,
Late City Edition, sec. 1, 18.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1961/10/30/119426076.html.
This article is important in showing that The New York Times was aware and interested in
Dagmar Wilson's day for striking. From this, we learned that Wilson explained that the
event was a spontaneous creation. By the date of publication, WSP had already gotten
confirmation that the Soviet Embassy would admit a WSP delegation for talks.
New York WSP. "Call for National Action on the Draft." Memo: National Bulletin of Women
Strike for Peace 5, no. 7 (March 1967): 3. Accessed January 16, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23833.
Here WSP calls for action on the draft, including a call to build opposition to the draft
and ways to get publicity about it.
Nguyen, Thi Binh. "Vietnam: A Television History; Interview with Nguyen Thi Binh, 1981."
Openvault.wgbh.org. Last modified February 16, 1981. Accessed January 3, 2022.
https://openvault.wgbh.org/catalog/V_0A9E5D4D3F0A495395A0272C2A15AFAC.
In this 1966 interview, we learned about Nguyen Thi Binh's desire for diplomatic peace
negotiations and the needs of the South Vietnamese people, especially children.
Nicodemus, Charles. "Chicago Peace Drive 'Ambushes' Humphrey." Chicago Daily News
(Chicago, IL), February 17, 1967. Accessed January 16, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23834.
This newspaper article was reproduced in the March 1967 issue of Memo. It was
important to our understanding of the Pentagon Protest from a non-WSP perspective. We
also used a quote from the article that explains WSP's ability to get face time with several
politicians and military leaders.
Northup, Stephen. Dagmar Wilson Speaking at Podium. September 20, 1967. Photograph.
https://www.latimes.com/local/obituaries/la-me-dagmar-wilson-20110130-story.html.
This image is included in our timeline of protests. It shows Dagmar Wilson protesting in
Washington D.C. one day after she returned from Vietnam.
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Radio Open Source. "Our Worst War." Hosted by Christopher Lydon. Aired April 25, 2015, on
90.9 WBUR. Accessed April 21, 2022. https://radioopensource.org/vietnam-worst-war/#.
This interview with Seymour Hersh, the journalist who broke the My Lai Massacre,
covers a discussion about the My Lai Massacre he had with Nguyen Thi Binh and her
response. This source was important because we learned about Binh's perspective on
Vietnam's strategy against America.
Rankin, Jeannette. Letter, "Brigade Formed to Confront Congress," November 27, 1967.
Accessed January 16, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23935.
This is a letter to all American women published in the November 1967 issue of Memo,
and it helped us understand WSP's impact. Jeannette Rankin, the first woman elected to
Congress and lifelong pacifist, would lead the Jeannette Rankin Brigade of women to
present a petition asking Congress to end the war in Vietnam.
Rosen, Pauline. "Hemispheric Conference, Montreal." Memo: National Bulletin of Women Strike
for Peace 6, no. 8 (November/December 1968): 18-19. Accessed February 4, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/24068.
This article helped us understand how WSP coordinated diplomacy across the world.
This conference included 1,800 delegates from the United States, Canada, and Latin
America.
Routt, F. Dish Towel Demonstration for Peace: 1964. March 4, 1964. Photograph. Accessed
February 8, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/50561909203/in/album72157703664114941/.
We used this Washington Area Spark photo in our exhibit because it shows the creativity
these women used in making their point. Here, they had women sign a petition on dish
towels, which they sewed together into a long, difficult-to-ignore protest.
Sachs, Arnold. Four among Hundreds Marching against the Bomb: 1962. January 15, 1962.
Photograph. Accessed February 6, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/49695928097/in/album72157703664114941/.
This photo is important because it shows women holding signs that reference their
children. Motherhood played an important role in the WSP strategy.
Ibid. Women Call for End to Nuclear Testing: 1962. January 15, 1962. Photograph. Accessed
February 6, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/49696973901/in/album72157703664114941/.
This is one of three photos from this protest from Washington Area Spark that we
included in our exhibit. It is important because it shows the determination of WSP to
capture President Kennedy’s attention.
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Ibid. Women March in the Rain for Disarmament: 1962. January 15, 1962. Photograph.
Accessed February 6, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/49695392551/in/album72157703664114941/.
This is one of three photos from this protest from Washington Area Spark that we
included in our exhibit. It is important because it shows the women marching outside the
White House despite the rain. We read different accounts of Kennedy watching the
women on this day and being especially concerned about them in rain that could be acid
rain.
San Francisco Women for Peace. "WISPs Are Sick of the War." Advertisement. Memo: National
Bulletin of Women Strike for Peace 5, no. 2 (September 1966): 10. Accessed January 15,
2022. https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23758.
This page of the Memo was designed to be cut out and mailed to elected officials, in this
case, Sen. George Murphy of California. It shows an aerial photo of San Francisco with
an overlay of the bomb range for the bombings of Hanoi, Haiphong, and Do Son. We
included this image on our right panel to show how Memo helped women act for peace.
Sarah Lawrence College. Amy Swerdlow. Photograph. Accessed February 10, 2022.
https://jwa.org/encyclopedia/article/swerdlow-amy.
This portrait of Swerdlow is on our right panel which covers WSP's impact. Swerdlow
edited WSP's monthly periodical Memo, which kept women informed and encouraged
them to act.
Sartre, Jean-Paul. "Conclusions of the International War Crimes Tribunal." Memo: National
Bulletin of Women Strike for Peace 5, no. 10 (June/July 1967): 7. Accessed January 16,
2022. https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23886.
This Tribunal, overseen by philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre, was to raise awareness of
Vietnamese civilian casualties and was important in our understanding of how WSP
educated itself on the war. Although it had no formal authority, the tribunal was
significant in that many prominent figures studied the war and determined the United
States committed war crimes. WSP published the findings of the tribunal in Memo.
Schmick, Paul. Women Hit Nixon over Bombing in Laos: 1970. March 18, 1970. Photograph.
Accessed February 9, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/49569146021/in/album72157703664114941/.
This photo is of a WSP protest of the U.S. bombings of Laos, which we included in the
timeline of protests. It helped us understand that WSP continued with its search for
peace, even when it extended beyond Vietnam.
Ibid. 'Women's Declaration of Liberation:" 1970. March 18, 1970. Photograph. Accessed
February 9, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/49568647883/in/album72157703664114941/.
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We used this photo in our right panel showing the impact of WSP in mobilizing women
to lobby Congress and the government. This is a photograph of gloved hands holding a
declaration against the fence of the White House. In the year Abzug was elected to
Congress, WSP's declaration demanded complete troop withdrawal and an end to the
draft and war spending.
Scott, James H. Memorandum to Chief of Naval Operations, memorandum, "Status of Particular
POW/MIA as Reported by Cora Weiss," November 18, 1970. Accessed February 5,
2022. https://www.loc.gov/item/powmia/pwmaster_126594/.
This memo was important for us to understand Weiss' work in helping identify POWs. It
states she had so far identified 339 prisoners. We understand this was made through her
diplomatic relationships with the Vietnamese.
Sharrer, Ward. Gov. Ronald Reagan Accepts a White Paper Dove. April 1967. Photograph.
Accessed February 11, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23860.
This is a reproduction of a photo from the Sacramento Bee showing Reagan and Clarke.
Reagan told WSP that he could do nothing, a familiar refrain of politicians. Congressmen
in Washington urged the women to petition their local officials who urged them to
petition Washington, so WSP decided they would have to do everything themselves.
Shuster, Alvin. "First Ladies of U.S. and Soviet Back Husbands as Peacemakers" [1]. The New
York Times (New York, NY), November 15, 1961, Late City Edition, sec. A, 1-6.
Accessed January 9, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1961/11/15/97322963.html?pageNumb
er=1.
This front-page article about Dagmar Wilson and WSP is important because it confirms
Dagmar Wilson wrote to Nina Khrushchev and Jacqueline Kennedy to urge them to ask
their husbands to support peace. Wilson received a detailed, thoughtful response from
Khrushchev in support of peace, then used that to call a press conference and force a
reply from Kennedy. We have been impressed by WSP's direct, person-to-person
diplomacy.
Skelton, Nancy. "Can One Man - Even a Governor - Out-Talk 200 Women." Memo: National
Bulletin of Women Strike for Peace 5, no. 8 (April 1967): 12. Accessed February 4, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23859.
This is a reprint of an article from the Sacramento Bee of March 30, 1967, and it helped
us see the failures of WSP. They could not sway politicians, live Gov. Ronald Reagan,
and they felt frustrated by politicians' inaction.
Slomich, Michael. Letter to the editor. The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973)
(Washington, D.C.), December 18, 1962, sec. A, 14.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/letters-editor/docview/141578380/se-2?accountid=35635.
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This letter to the editor titled HUAC and WSP by Slomich is important because it shows
how the public felt the HUAC should not accuse well-meaning housewives of being
Communists.
Smith, Hendrick. "Pacifist Testifies Nazis and Reds May Aid Group." The New York Times (New
York, NY), December 14, 1962, Western Edition, sec. A, 1-4. Accessed January 8, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1962/12/14/89901565.html?pageNumb
er=1.
The NYT article confirms the HUAC hearings were attended by mothers with their
babies. From this article, we learned that when testifying before the HUAC, Dagmar
Wilson emphasized that WSP was solely concerned with peace. We also see that after the
hearings, WSP members met with Arthur Schlesinger, assistant to President John F.
Kennedy.
Smith, Marie. "Message Gets Across." The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973)
(Washington, D.C.), January 17, 1962, sec. C, 4.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/message-gets-across/docview/141795031/se-2?accountid=35635.
This article was helpful in the story we presented on our board. Kennedy did see WSP in
the rain and although he didn't meet with them, he understood their message. It also
confirms they met with Adrian Fisher, Deputy Director of the Disarmament Agency.
Somers, Leonora. "From Mexico..." Memo: National Bulletin of Women Strike for Peace 6, no. 2
(January 1968): 10.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23955.
This article helped us build our understanding of WSP's diplomatic work outside of the
U.S., Vietnam, and Moscow. WSP went to Mexico to attend the first national congress of
the Union Nacional de Mujeres Mexicanas, where they passed a resolution against the
war. This story does not make it onto our exhibit, but it was still helpful for us to
understand the breadth of their diplomatic work.
Stanziola, Phil. 800 Women Strikers for Peace on 47 St near the UN Bldg. January 1, 1962.
Photograph. http://loc.gov/pictures/resource/cph.3c28465/.
This Library of Congress image is on our left panel to show WSP history. We understand
that WSP protested at government institutions, including at the United Nations, because
they were alarmed by the lack of urgency of male leaders and peace organizations,
Streets, Wellner. Protest Jailing of Women Peace Activists: 1969. July 3, 1969. Photograph.
Accessed February 9, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/50143799146/in/album72157703664114941/.
This photo is included in our exhibit in the timeline section. The image is important
because it shows how WSP included draft resistance in their work to end the Vietnam
War. They mobilized women to teach young men how to resist the draft and supported
them when they faced arrest or imprisonment.
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Swarthmore Peace Collection. Djakarta Conference. July 1965. Photograph.
This image was reproduced in Jessica Frazier's book, and we used it in our center panel.
The July 1965 Djakarta Conference came as the U.S. began a combat role in Vietnam.
This helped us understand how Clarke and Gordon believed face-to-face diplomacy
would help them change political policy.
Ibid. Mary Clarke and Lorraine Gordon at Presidential Palace in Hanoi, 1965. May 1965.
Photograph. Accessed February 11, 2022. https://flexpub.com/preview/women-s-antiwardiplomacy-during-the-vietnam-war-era.
In this photograph, Clarke and Gordon are shown at the Presidential Palace in Hanoi. We
learned this trip was not allowed by the State Department and happened after the
bombing in Vietnam had begun, yet Clarke and Gordon felt they would contribute to U.S.
foreign policy by going. On this trip, they planned for a future conference in Djakarta.
Ibid. Mary Clarke. Dagmar Wilson, Ruth Kruse with Children. October 1967. Photograph.
This photo shows prominent WSP members smiling with Vietnamese children and
mothers. This photo helps us show that WSP's diplomacy was face-to-face, mother-tomother. We can see that they were happy to meet and know their Vietnamese
counterparts.
Ibid. Paris Conference. April 1968. Photograph.
This photo is reproduced in Jessica Frazier's book and is on our center panel for
unconventional diplomacy. It helps us show that as the war escalated, women of VWU,
WUL, WSP, and seven additional countries met in Paris.
Swerdlow, Amy. Barbara Bick Editing Memo. June 1964. Photograph.
This image is reproduced in Swerdlow's book. We use it as Bick's portrait on the right
panel because it is candid and shows what it must have been like for Bick. It was the
inspiration for the desk display of our exhibit.
Ibid. "Ladies' Day at the Capitol: Women Strike for Peace versus HUAC." Feminist Studies,
1982, 493-520. Accessed 2013.
https://sites.middlebury.edu/coldwarculture/files/2013/11/swerdlow_WSP.pdf.
This journal article by WSP’er, Amy Swerdlow, was helpful in our understanding of the
confrontation between WSP and the House Committee on Un-American Activities.
Ibid. Women Strike for Peace: Traditional Motherhood and Radical Politics in the 1960s.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993.
This book, which is included on our replica desk, helped us understand that WSP's
strategy to present themselves as concerned mothers helped them appeal to the press and
the public. We looked at several chapters of this book for free online, but because we
referenced it so often, we decided to buy a copy from a used bookstore. Much to our
surprise, the book has multiple signatures in ink on the first pages, including Swerdlow's
signature and inscription.
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Taylor, Ethel Barol. "Ethel Barol Taylor." Interview by Jen Darr. My City Paper New York City.
Last modified December 1998. Accessed January 17, 2022.
https://mycitypaper.com/articles/121098/20q.shtml.
This interview of early WSP leader Ethel Barol Taylor was important to us because she
responds to questions about the personal impact on her family, explaining that her
children supported her work, and her son's friends sought her help with the draft. She
describes being confronted as a traitor and facing FBI surveillance.
Ibid. We Made a Difference: My Personal Journey with Women Strike for Peace. Philadelphia,
PA: Camino Books, 1998.
We were happy to find Taylor's book in an online used bookstore, and surprisingly, it
included her inscription and signature on the first page. This book has been central to the
development of our thesis because it explains that the war dragged on for years because
of the lack of diplomacy on the part of government leaders. Taylor explains that because
they were not confined by a military view, they did not consider the Vietnamese as
enemies and could see the South Vietnamese as victims of their government and
oppressed by decades of invasion.
Time. WSP Departs for Geneva. April 1, 1962. Photograph. Swarthmore Peace Collection.
Women Strike for Peace.
The image is important because 50 WSP members went to the Disarmament Conference
in Geneva and met with all 17 delegations. For a long time, we had only a blurry reprint
of WSP's Geneva Departure, until we found that Swarthmore had a photo in their
collection. We were able to request this item, even though the librarians were working
from home due to the pandemic, thanks to their willingness to help our research.
Transcript of an oral history conducted 2014, in Cora Weiss Oral History Project: The
Reminiscences of Cora Weiss, Columbia Center for Oral History, Columbia University,
Santa Cruz, 2014.
This oral history transcript gave us insight into Cora Weiss's beginnings, as well as her
experiences in WSP.
Trussell, C. P. "House Sets Study of Peace Groups." The New York Times (New York, NY),
December 7, 1962, Late City Edition, sec. 1, 3. Accessed February 3, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1962/12/07/80443770.html?pageNumb
er=3.
This article was important because it describes WSP's response to being called to the
HUAC hearings. They felt it was a strategy to move attention away from disarmament.
United Nations. "Martin Luther King Jr. at Anti-Vietnam War Demonstration." Video, 18:41.
UN Audiovisual Library. April 15, 1967. Accessed January 18, 2022.
https://www.unmultimedia.org/avlibrary/asset/2348/2348779/.
It was exciting to find this silent video footage of Dagmar Wilson, Dr. Spock, and Martin
Luther King, Jr. going into the United Nations to meet with American Undersecretary
Ralph Bunche. The film adds audio for the press conference after the meeting, where
King gives a speech and Wilson stands to his right. In the press conference, they discuss
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the meeting, call for an end to the war, and explain how the civil rights movement and
peace movement are intertwined.
United Nations Security Council. Resolution 1325 (2000). Issue brief no. S/RES/1325 (2000).
Accessed February 4, 2022. http://unscr.com/en/resolutions/doc/1325.
Looking at the full text of the United Nations Security Council Resolution 1325 was
important to us because we were trying to determine the impact of WSP. Cora Weiss
helped draft Resolution 1325, and we consider it to be one of the greatest impacts of the
work of WSP. It helps all nations understand that women should have a role to play in
maintaining peace and security and that women are greatly affected by war.
United Press International. Bella Abzug with Microphone. January 20, 1971. Photograph.
This photo reproduced in Swerdlow's book is on our right panel showing WSP's impact.
"The Women's Vote is the Peace Vote" campaign brought Abzug into the House of
Representatives. It shows Bella Abzug on her inauguration with her iconic hat and
megaphone, surrounded here on her inauguration by 500 WSP'ers on the House steps.
Ibid. Peace Leader Testifies before Un-American Activities Committee: 1962. December 13,
1962. Photograph. Accessed February 6, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/33023399913/in/album72157703664114941/.
This is a photo from Washington Area Spark that we included in our exhibit. It is
important because it shows Wilson using humor and irony at the HUAC hearings to
strengthen WSP.
Ibid. Women Demand End to Nuclear Arms Race: 1961. November 1, 1961. Photograph.
Accessed February 5, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/34898922631/in/album72157703664114941/.
This photo is from Washington Area Spark and shows the first WSP protest. We included
this on our background panel.
Ibid. Women Protest Draft Conspiracy Sentencing: 1968. July 10, 1968. Photograph. Accessed
February 9, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/49177773012/in/album72157703664114941/.
This image is an early Vietnam protest after Dr. Spock was sentenced to two years in jail
for supporting draft resistance. It is a photo we included in our timeline and shows
children and mothers supporting Spock.
UPI/Bettmann. Holding Paper Doves. February 9, 1966. Photograph.
This photo reproduced in Amy Swerdlow's book is part of our right panel's timeline of
protests. It shows members of Women Strike for Peace holding paper doves as they
prepare to board a train at Pennsylvania Station for a trip to Washington.
Ibid. Women and Babies at HUAC. December 11, 1962. Photograph.
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This image was reproduced in Swerdlow's book and is on our left panel covering WSP
history. We find it to be important because it shows WSP using motherhood to attack the
congressional hearings. We learned that WSP felt they were the most loyal Americans
because they were caring for the future of their families.
"The War against Protest Also Escalates." Memo: National Bulletin of Women Strike for Peace 5,
no. 10 (June/July 1967): 1-9. Accessed February 4, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23880.
This image shows two women, one holding a baby bottle and one shielding a baby in a
baby carriage, as police with batons attack protestors in Los Angeles when Johnson
visited California. The image is a reprint from a newspaper, perhaps the Los Angeles
Free Press, and it is dated but unattributed. We had to cut this photo due to its blurriness,
but we wanted to include it to show that WSP often brought babies and children with
them to protests, even as they faced police aggression.
"War and Peace in the Nuclear Age; Europe Goes Nuclear; Interview with Jerome Wiesner, 1986
[2]," 03/27/1986, GBH Archives, accessed February 5, 2022,
http://openvault.wgbh.org/catalog/V_E3CCFA5A4A1148579C7FB7FF0FA961EB.
This interview was important to our project because it explained what was happening
inside the White House as Kennedy watched WSP protest outside. Wiesner was
Kennedy's Science Advisor, and he describes a time Kennedy saw them out in the rain
and made the connection that the rain coming down on them could be acid rain from
testing. A quote from Wiesner is the subtitle on the right side of our board.
Washington Area Spark. 'Stop Shooting in Vietnam; Negotiate' - 1965. February 10, 1965.
Photograph. Accessed February 9, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/31308345025/in/album72157703664114941/.
This image is an early Vietnam protest calling for diplomacy to bring peace. It is a photo
we included in our timeline. It was important because it shows WSP organizing 33 states
to demand peace.
Ibid. Women Reject HUAC, March on White House: 1962. December 13, 1962. Photograph.
Accessed February 6, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/32026070190/in/album72157703664114941/.
This is a photo from Washington Area Spark that we included in our exhibit. It is
important because it shows that after the hearing, women of WSP marched to the White
House. We learned that WSP used protests to create even more diplomatic action.
Ibid. Women Seek Nuclear Test Ban Treaty: 1963. May 7, 1963. Photograph. Accessed February
8, 2022. https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/23157676385/in/album72157703664114941/.
This photo from Washington Area Spark shows a large protest at the Capitol on Mother's
Day. We used this image in our exhibit because it helps tell the story of WSP petitioning
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the government and using creativity for their work. We learned that as mothers, WSP felt
they could demand peace for their children.
Washington Mobilization for Peace, Women Strike for Peace, Washington Sane, and
Washington Peace Center. Hiroshima Day Peace Rally. Washington D.C.: Washington
Mobilization for Peace, 1968. Accessed February 9, 2022.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/washington_area_spark/49227493056/in/album72157703664114941/.
This protest rally leaflet shows WSP working in coordination with other peace groups.
We have been impressed with how WSP accomplished so much before the internet,
social media, email, or even copiers. We created a replica of the flyer for our display.
The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973) (Washington, D.C.). "Iron Curtain Rings down
on 'Strikers.'" April 5, 1962, sec. C, 22.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historical-newspapers/ironcurtain-rings-down-on-strikers/docview/141602127/se-2?accountid=35635.
This article confirms that the WSP delegation to Geneva included 51 participants. It was
important to see that even though they had no official diplomatic authority, they still
pushed to meet with both Soviet and American disarmament delegations. Wilson
explains that understanding the Soviet side would be an important first step, but we know
upon WSP's return, they would be questioned by the HUAC for communicating with
Moscow.
The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973) (Washington, D.C.). "100,000 Pledge Support
of Test Ban Adherents." November 3, 1962, sec. A, 10.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historical-newspapers/100000-pledge-support-test-ban-adherents/docview/141584839/se-2?accountid=35635.
This short newspaper piece showed early on WSP worked to support peace candidates,
regardless of party. Active for only one year, they gathered 100,000 signatures of people
pledging to support candidates for peace in the upcoming elections.
The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973) (Washington, D.C.). "Three Local Women to
Head for Geneva." March 30, 1962, sec. C, 4.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historical-newspapers/threelocal-women-head-geneva/docview/141746465/se-2?accountid=35635.
This article was important in understanding Wilson's thinking about Geneva. This helped
us understand the women wanted a stop to testing during negotiations.
The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973) (Washington, D.C.). "Women Strike for Peace
Will March on Politicians." October 31, 1962, sec. C, 2.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/women-strike-peace-will-march-on-politicians/docview/141610885/se2?accountid=35635.
This article showed early diplomatic action by WSP. We see that WSP presented test-ban
and disarmament proposals to both the Republican and Democratic national committee
headquarters.
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Webster, Dean E. Letter to Executive Assistant - Chief of Naval Operations, "United States
Government Memorandum POW/MIA Information," January 14, 1970.
https://www.loc.gov/item/powmia/pwmaster_126597/.
This memo shows Weiss' involvement in helping determine the status of POW/MIAs in
Vietnam. It was helpful in our contention that WSP acted as unconventional diplomats
because it acknowledges her work as unofficial.
Weiss, Cora. ". . . But It Avoided the Real Facts." The New York Times (New York, NY),
December 8, 1970, Late City Edition, sec. A, 47. Accessed January 21, 2022.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1970/12/08/issue.html.
This article by WSP member Cora Weiss is important because it notes WSP's diplomatic
action taken to counter narratives of U.S. politicians. We learned that Weiss worked with
WSP and the Committee of Liaison to communicate with Vietnam regarding prisoners,
and we discussed this article with Weiss in our second interview. Here she asserts that the
Nixon administration was distorting the facts to use the prisoner situation as propaganda
to delay the war.
Ibid. "Cascading Movements for Peace." Social Justice 46, nos. 1 (155) (2019): 13-22.
https://www.jstor.org/stable/26873833.
This article by Weiss was important to our thesis in that WSP educated themselves about
the issues so they could then advocate for peace and counter government misinformation.
She talks about the importance of learning about the issues, sharing knowledge, and
mobilizing. She gives details about WSP actions, especially her work with POWs and
UN SC 1325 and discusses how the government used the POW issue as a pretext to
extend and escalate the war.
Ibid. Clarke and Wilson at Underground School in Hanoi. September 1967. Photograph.
This photo owned by Cora Weiss is reproduced in Swerdlow's WSP book, and we used
this image on our center panel to show the diplomatic actions of WSP. We learned that
WSP was struck by the resilience of the Vietnamese. Through their visits, they learned of
the ways children and families coped with the war.
Ibid. "Implementing 1325: One Woman Does Not Women Make." Palestine-Israel Journal 25,
no. 3&4 (2020). Accessed February 4, 2022.
https://www.pij.org/articles/2049/implementing-1325-one-woman-does-not-womenmake.
This article by Cora Weiss helped us understand how UNSC Resolution 1325 came to be
and its significance. Resolution 1325 is international law because all U.N. Member states
agree to carry out the decisions of the Security Council, and this is important for us as we
consider the long-term impact of WSP. Weiss discusses how she still makes a point to
annually celebrate and evaluate the resolution so countries will continue to honor it.
Ibid. Telephone interview by the author. New York, NY. February 21, 2022.
Cora Weiss is the only remaining WSP member alive who can speak, and fortunately,
she granted us time for an interview. In our first interview, she explained her work
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identifying POWs, drafting Security Council Resolution 1325, the dangers she faced in
Vietnam, the importance of diplomacy, and what might be our role in present world
events. This interview made an impact on our understanding of WSP and inspired us to
learn more.
Ibid. Telephone interview by the author. New York, NY. March 28, 2022.
In our second interview with Cora Weiss, she explained that a documentarian friend had
died recently in Ukraine, and she insisted that the efforts toward peace should never end.
We spoke for over two hours and covered topics such as how she balanced participation
in WSP, her family's response to her work, and the lasting impact of WSP. She insisted
we pressure Swarthmore Library for more access, and we followed her suggestion to get
five additional images from her collection.
White House Photographs. AR8158-A. President John F. Kennedy Speaks after Signing the
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. October 7, 1963. Photograph. Accessed February 9, 2022.
https://www.jfklibrary.org/assetviewer/archives/JFKWHP/1963/Month%2010/Day%2007/JFKWHP-1963-10-07-A.
This photo from the JFK library shows the Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty between the
U.S. and Soviet Union being ratified by Kennedy. We included it in the left panel to mark
the success of WSP at the end of 1963. It helps us show that Kennedy's science advisor,
Jerome Wiesner, gave direct credit to WSP, Pauling, and others for persuading Kennedy
to support the treaty.
Wilson, Dagmar. Letter to the editor. The New York Times (New York, NY), March 25, 1965,
Late City Edition, sec. A, 36. Accessed December 6, 2021.
https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1965/03/25/101535205.html?pageNum
ber=36.
This source is important because it is Dagmar Wilson's own words. It was important for
us to see that WSP had no official diplomatic role, yet they continued to take diplomatic
action in trying to reach leaders of government.
Ibid. Letter to the editor. The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973) (Washington, D.C.),
November 9, 1962, sec. A, 16.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/letters-editor/docview/141697455/se-2?accountid=35635.
This letter to the editor titled An Absurd Defense by Wilson was important because it
shows how WSP first took up its cause. We learned that they were concerned about the
impacts of nuclear radiation on children and that they believed peace, not increased arms,
was the only solution. WSP was mostly mothers of young children, and they felt it was
absurd to think a duck-and-cover drill would provide any safety.
Women's Institute for Freedom of the Press. Dagmar Wilson and Many Other Women at a
Women Strike for Peace Meeting. Photograph. Accessed February 9, 2022.
https://www.wifp.org/2020/08/11/dr-donna-allens-life-work/.
This undated photo of Dagmar Wilson leading a meeting in her home is the last image on
our left panel. A room full of women are smiling at Dagmar Wilson, and in the very back
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corner, we can see Lorraine Gordon and Mary Clarke, who begin the story of our center
panel. This image helps us show that WSP came out of the Nuclear Test Ban successful
and organized.
Women Strike for Peace. Arrival at Gia Lam Airport. October 1967. Photograph. Accessed
February 11, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23919.
This photo from Memo is on our center panel. It helps us explain that in 1967, as the U.S
limited information with the press on the use of unconventional weapons or attacks on
non-military targets, WSP returned to Vietnam to open alternative communication
channels.
Ibid. "Clippings from Several Newspapers." Memo: National Bulletin of Women Strike for Peace
5, no. 7 (March 1967). Accessed January 16, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23836.
This page from Memo is a collection of reprinted partial clippings from newspapers,
including Vietnam Courier (January 9, 1967), Washington Post (May 15, 1965, October
24, 1966, and December 10, 1966), Baltimore Sun (March 13, 1965), and The New York
Times (October 4, 1966). This helped us understand how Memo informed WSP members
of the escalation of warfare to include nuclear weapons in Vietnam.
Ibid. "Dear Senator- To Make Peace Possible in 1967." Advertisement. Memo: National Bulletin
of Women Strike for Peace 5, no. 4 (November/December 1966): 7. Accessed January 16,
2022. https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23788.
This Memo clipping that women could cut out and send to Sen. Murphy shows the
damage done to children by including a photo of a small child, bloodied and bandaged.
We used the clipping on the right panel to help show how Memo provided a way for
thousands of women to act and lobby politicians.
Ibid. "Display Ad 93 -- No Title." The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973)
(Washington, D.C.), October 31, 1963, 1.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/display-ad-93-no-title/docview/141795212/se-2?accountid=35635.
This small ad shows Dagmar Wilson and Coretta Scott King speaking together at the
Second Anniversary Meeting in celebration of World-Wide Peace Day. We thought this
ad was important because it shows WSP's intersection with the Civil Rights Movement.
The meeting would include a discussion of disarmament from the perspective of the
peace and civil rights movements.
Ibid. "Display Ad 102 -- Peace on Earth...Is it UnAmerican?" Advertisement. The Washington
Post, Times Herald (1959-1973) (Washington, D.C.), December 12, 1962, sec. B, 11.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/display-ad-102-no-title/docview/141640490/se-2?accountid=35635.
This advertisement was an invitation for an open hearing on peace by WSP. It
acknowledges they are a grass-roots movement, but not an organization, which is
important because WSP had to distinguish itself from organized groups like WILPF to
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withstand investigation by the HUAC. It is also important that we see they do not ask any
woman about her politics, race, or religion.
Ibid. "Display Ad 324 -- No Title." Advertisement. The Washington Post, Times Herald (19591973) (Washington, D.C.), September 16, 1962, sec. G, 7.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/display-ad-324-no-title/docview/141611324/se-2?accountid=35635.
This ad by WSP is for a book they created called, "The Story of Disarmament." This
source was important because it shows how a key part of their action was keeping the
public informed. The book includes sections on disarmament negotiations and
misconceptions.
Ibid. "Display Ad 3 -- No Title." Advertisement. The Washington Post, Times Herald (19591973) (Washington, D.C.), April 9, 1968, sec. A, 2.
http://ezproxy.nypl.org/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/historicalnewspapers/display-ad-3-no-title/docview/143472776/se-2?accountid=35635.
This ad placed by WSP right after Martin Luther King Jr’s assassination called on people
to wire messages to President Johnson to shift war spending to rebuilding hope at home.
This ad was important in helping us understand how WSP incorporated the civil rights
movement into their work. We understand that they believed the country's preoccupation
with the war left many social problems at home to worsen.
Ibid. Green Sticker; Nov.1; WSP. November 1961. Photograph. Accessed February 9, 2022.
http://triptych.brynmawr.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/Stamps/id/496/rec/60.
This photo of a WSP sticker with the date November 1, 1961 on it is on our left panel to
show the history of how WSP began as a one-day protest against nuclear weapons.
Ibid. "Los Angeles WISP All-Day Lobby." Advertisement. Memo: National Bulletin of Women
Strike for Peace 4, no. 12 (June 1966): 17. Accessed January 15, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23730.
This notice by the LA WISP asks women to participate in an all-day lobby at a
conference of Governors with President Johnson in attendance. We found this notice,
with illustrations likely by Dagmar Wilson, useful because it shows some of the many
ways WSP called women to action, including lobbying, writing, and voting. We used the
notice on the right panel showing WSP's impact.
Ibid. Mary Clarke Portrait. January 1967. Photograph. Accessed February 11, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23804.
This photo of Clarke is on our center panel. It helps us showcase that Clarke led a 10woman delegation to Djakarta, meeting with women from North and South Vietnam.
Ibid. Memo Cover Illustration - December 1968. December 1968. Accessed February 11, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/24051.
This image is on our center panel, showing diplomacy with Vietnamese leaders. It helps
us show that WSP returned to Paris to meet with Nguyen Thi Binh who relayed
contradictory information about the intensifying war.
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Ibid. No Nukes. Disarm for Peace. Women Strike for Peace. Photograph. Accessed February 9,
2022. http://triptych.brynmawr.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/Buttons/id/1878/rec/62.
This is a photo of a political button donated by Dorothy Marder to Swarthmore. It is on
our left panel to help tell the history of WSP as a disarmament group.
Ibid. "Order to Report for Demonstration." Advertisement. Memo: National Bulletin of Women
Strike for Peace 6, no. 3 (February 1968): 9. Accessed December 16, 2021.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23966.
This is a quarter-page advertisement for an upcoming draft resistance demonstration
cleverly designed as a draft notice. This helps us to see how WSP used creativity and
irony in their work, as well as how some of their work at this time focused on draft
resistance. We hoped to include this ad in our exhibit, but the print was too small.
Ibid. Pentagon Protest. February 1967. Photograph. Accessed February 11, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23818.
This photo shows Pentagon officials laughing at WSP and Lyvada Lambert. We
understand that WSP brought Lambert to speak for all women with sons forced to kill
and be killed for a meeting with Senators Javits and Kennedy. We used this image in our
center panel.
Ibid. "Please Send This Christmas Card to the President." Advertisement. Unknown. Accessed
February 5, 2022.
https://digitalcollections.tricolib.brynmawr.edu/islandora/object/sc%3A94168/datastream
/OBJ/view.
This is a proof for an advertisement WSP placed in newspapers asking people to send
letters to President Johnson. We created a replica of this ad for our exhibit. It was
important to us because WSP gave people an easy and direct way to plead with the
president.
Ibid. The Situation Is Serious Men!: February 1967. Photograph. Accessed February 11, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23814.
This photo is a clipping from the Evening Star reproduced in Memo that we used in our
center panel. It helps us show that although WSP had diplomatic success with
Vietnamese women who shared their concern for peace and with peace organizations like
the U.N., they faced serious obstacles within U.S. political spheres. WSP tried
unsuccessfully for weeks to meet with Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, resulting
in 2,500 women picketing the Pentagon.
Ibid. Spring Mobilization. March 1967. Illustration. Accessed January 16, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23831.
This is an illustration for the cover of the March 1967 issue of Memo to advertise and
promote the upcoming Spring Mobilization. We used this image on our right panel to
show how WSP called women to action. The call to action could reach thousands, such as
for the Spring Mobilization, the largest peace demonstration in American history up to
that time, with 100,000 participants in San Francisco and 125,000 in New York.
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Ibid. "This Mother's Day, Keep Your Candy. Just Send Our Sons Home." Advertisement.
Unknown. Accessed February 5, 2022.
https://digitalcollections.tricolib.brynmawr.edu/object/sc94179.
This is a clipping of an ad by WSP from the Swarthmore College Peace Collection
Ephemera which aimed to collect one million signatures for their Voter's Peace Pledge.
We used several clippings from this collection as replica items for our exhibit desk.
Ibid. "We Are Angry Women." Advertisement. The New York Times (New York, NY), June 1,
1980, sec. 1, 22. Accessed February 5, 2022.
http://triptych.brynmawr.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/SC_Ephemera/id/1519/rec/15.
This is a clipping from the Swarthmore College Oversized Items/Newspaper Ads
Collection. We created a replica clipping of this advertisement for our exhibit desk. The
ad was important to us because we see WSP still fighting for decreases in military
spending and an end to nuclear weapons in 1980.
Ibid. "Where Are Your Little Ones?" Advertisement. News of Delaware County (Upper Darby,
PA), July 21, 1966, 24. Accessed February 5, 2022.
http://triptych.brynmawr.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/SC_Ephemera/id/1373/rec/19.
This is a clipping from the Swarthmore College Oversized Items/Newspaper Ads
Collection. We created a replica clipping of this advertisement for our exhibit desk. The
ad was important to us because we see WSP appealing to mothers in a way they might
relate, and it provided an easy and direct way for them to act for peace.
Ibid. Women Strike for Peace; April 15; Spring Mobilization to End the War in Vietnam. April
1967. Photograph. Accessed February 9, 2022.
http://triptych.brynmawr.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/Buttons/id/920/rec/10.
This photo of a pin for Spring Mobilization is on our right panel to help us show the
impact of WSP in bringing women to action. We understand that Spring Mobilization
was the largest peace demonstration in American history up to that time with 100,000
participants in San Francisco and over 125,000 in New York.
Ibid. WSP in Vietnam. October 1967. Photograph. Accessed February 11, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23920.
This set of photos reproduced in Memo appears on our center panel for diplomatic action
and shows WSP members meeting with various Vietnamese officials.
Ibid. WSP Meeting with Vietnamese Women in Cuba. September 1969. Photograph. Accessed
January 15, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/24137.
This image is on our center panel to show that with Nixon as President, peace became
even more elusive. WSP continued diplomatic efforts for another four years, never
swaying administration officials to understand why withdrawal from Vietnam was the
only path to peace.
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Ibid. "You can't shut out the millions of Americans who oppose your war in Vietnam."
Advertisement. The New York Times (New York, NY), September 17, 1967. Accessed
February 5, 2022.
http://triptych.brynmawr.edu/cdm/singleitem/collection/SC_Ephemera/id/1371/rec/7.
This is a clipping from the Swarthmore College Oversized Items/Newspaper Ads
Collection. We created a replica clipping of this advertisement for our exhibit desk. The
ad asks Johnson to stop taking the advice of generals and calls women to come to
Washington in three days.
Working Class History. Episode 43-46, "The Movement against the Vietnam War in the US."
September 23, 2020. In Working Class History. Podcast, audio, 4.3 hours. Accessed
April 21, 2022. https://workingclasshistory.com/podcast/e43-46-the-movement-againstthe-vietnam-war-in-the-us/.
This podcast interview gave us words directly from Cora Weiss. From this, we learned
that WSP used teach-ins to explain the war and why it was wrong, as well as provided
draft counseling and helped get POWs released.
WSP/WILPF. "Letter to World Leaders." Memo: National Bulletin of Women Strike for Peace 6,
no. 4 (March 1968): 5. Accessed January 16, 2022.
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/p15932coll8/id/23978.
This is a sample letter from WSP and WILPF to world leaders published in Memo. We
see that as WSP became increasingly worried that the war would escalate to a nuclear
war, they wanted to appeal to world leaders for support. We appreciated seeing this letter
because it affirmed that WSP (and WILPF) had no official authority, yet they didn't
hesitate in acting as diplomats do and contacted world leaders to put pressure on the
United States.

Secondary Sources
Blunden, Andy. "Eleanor Garst and Women Strike for Peace." In The Origins of Collective
Decision Making. Chicago, IL: Haymarket Books, 2017. Accessed February 5, 2022.
https://www.ethicalpolitics.org/ablunden/pdfs/Women%20Strike%20for%20Peace.pdf.
This chapter gave us the details of the meeting in Dagmar Wilson's home that started
Women Strike for Peace, with Eleanor Garst as the person to write the September 22 call
that then would be circulated by calls and letters through the women's networks of PTAs,
church groups, friends, neighbors, and so on. This was important because it showed us
that Garst's letter created 68 local actions in 60 cities within weeks, with 50,000 women
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This Congressional Record was important in our understanding of the lasting impact of
WSP. Kucinich, in the week of Dagmar Wilson's death in 2011, remarks on WSP's
500,000 members and reminds the government that it has a role in organizing for peace.
Davis, Mike, and Jon Wiener. Set the Night on Fire L.A. in the Sixties. New York, NY: Verso,
2020.
This book proved to be a valuable source of information, and we used chapter 8 to find
and examine specific actions taken by WSP before and during the Vietnam War,
including how WSP strove to educate and inform politicians on what was happening in
Vietnam. We learned about the ad they placed in advance of the HUAC hearings that
asked, "Gentlemen, what are you afraid of?" which became our subheading for our
exhibit. Another vital point was that WSP created a committee to study Vietnam in
September 1963, which enabled them to be the first group to protest the war.
Frazier, Jessica M. Women's Antiwar Diplomacy during the Vietnam War Era. Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press., 2017.
Author Jessica Frazier emailed us a copy of her book, which served as the inspiration for
this project. From her book, we learned that WSP leaders wanted to influence U.S.
foreign policy during the Vietnam War and looked to form their own diplomatic relations
with the women of Vietnam. The book details that process and the strategic approach
they developed over time to end the war in Vietnam.
Frazier, Jessica M. "Collaborative Efforts to End the War in Viet Nam: The Interactions of
Women Strike for Peace, the Vietnamese Women's Union, and the Women's Union of
Liberation, 1965–1968." Peace & Change 37, no. 3 (July 2012): 339-65. Accessed
November 1, 2021. https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-0130.2012.00754.x.
This article taught us that the American women from Women's Strike for Peace (WSP),
North Vietnamese women from the Vietnamese Women's Union (VWU), and South
Vietnamese women from the Women's Union of Liberation (WUL) met annually from
1965 and 1973 to persuade Americans to demand an end to the Vietnam War. We also
learned that WSP was first concerned that the Vietnam War would lead to nuclear war.
Additionally, through their diplomacy with the Vietnamese, they also became concerned
with Vietnamese civilian casualties.
Hevesi, Dennis. "Dagmar Wilson, Anti-Nuclear Leader, Dies at 94." The New York Times (New
York, NY), January 23, 2011, sec. A, 25. Accessed November 7, 2021.
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/24/us/24wilson.html.
From this obituary, we learned that Dagmar led a 51-member delegation to Geneva in
April 1962 to meet with 17 nations at a disarmament conference. They presented 50,000
signatures on petitions for an end to nuclear testing. We also captured an important quote
by Wilson about wars being antediluvian that we used in the exhibit.
Los Angeles Times (Los Angeles, CA). "Mary Clarke; Founder of Women's Antiwar Group."
July 4, 1997. Accessed November 1, 2021. https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm1997-jul-04-mn-9711-story.html.
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From this obituary, we learned Mary Clarke intended the November 1st action to be a
one-time event, but WSP instead carried on with many other activities, including a longterm project led by Clarke to maintain a billboard in West Hollywood criticizing
politicians for Vietnam soldiers' deaths. We also were able to confirm that Clarke led a
group of 10 women to Djakarta, Indonesia in 1962 to talk with women from North and
South Vietnam and that she traveled to Hanoi in 1967.
Pellegrinelli, Lara. "Lorraine Gordon, Guardian of Legendary Jazz Club, Dies at 95." National
Public Radio. Last modified June 9, 2018. Accessed November 1, 2021.
https://www.npr.org/2018/06/09/530726928/lorraine-gordon-guardian-of-legendary-jazzclub-dies-at-95.
This Lorraine Gordon obituary includes a video interview highlighting Gordon's career in
jazz and her daring and illegal trip to Vietnam in 1965.
Robinson, Kathy Crandall. "The Power of Women Strike for Peace." Arms Control Today,
November 2021. Accessed December 8, 2021. https://www.armscontrol.org/act/202111/features/power-women-strike-peace.
This article is an overview of the major actions of WSP, and it points out that the women
were more proactive than their male counterparts in the search for peace. The author
wonders why, as a student of U.S and Soviet relations, she had never heard of mothers
who participated in the Baby Tooth Survey or the November 1, 1961 strike. We hope to
help tell this story with NHD.
Singer, Barry. "Remembering Lorraine Gordon, a Formidable Advocate for Jazz." Playbill. Last
modified June 18, 2018. Accessed November 1, 2021.
https://www.playbill.com/article/remembering-lorraine-gordon-a-formidable-advocatefor-jazz.
This obituary of Lorraine Gordon shows us that she played a central role in Women's
Strike for Peace. It also confirms that in May 1965, Lorraine and another WSP member
traveled illegally into North Vietnam (via Russia and China) to meet with North
Vietnamese women about stopping the war. It also tells that she could not tell her family
of her trip.
Weiner, Tim, and Jeffery C. Mays. "Lorraine Gordon, Keeper of the Village Vanguard Flame,
Dies at 95." The New York Times (New York, NY), June 9, 2018. Accessed November 1,
2021. https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/09/arts/music/lorraine-gordon-dies.html.
From Lorraine Gordon's obituary, we confirmed that in 1965 Gordon made an
unauthorized trip to Hanoi as a member of the Women Strike for Peace.
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF), ed. "Our Herstory*." WILPF.
Accessed January 8, 2022. https://www.wilpf.org/our-herstory/.
This history from the WILPF website was important for us because, while our project
focuses on the diplomatic actions of WSP, some WSP women started with WILPF. Also,
some WSP women sought out WSP because it was different in its structure from WILPF.
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Woo, Elaine. "Dagmar Wilson Dies at 94; Organizer of Women's Disarmament Protesters." Los
Angeles Times (Los Angeles, CA), January 30, 2011. Accessed December 3, 2021.
https://www.latimes.com/local/obituaries/la-xpm-2011-jan-30-la-me-dagmar-wilson20110130-story.html.
One important detail from her obituary was that she was married to a British embassy
officer which may give a window into how she created her own diplomatic actions. This
article was also important because it included a Dagmar Wilson quote that expressed her
frustration with men and their inaction.
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“How fortunate for the forces of peace . . . that the American woman, housewife and mother, felt
compelled to interrupt the very important functions in the home and become involved in the
affairs of the world, especially the all important problem of the survival of mankind.”
- Coretta Scott King, life-long peace advocate

“End the Arms Race not the Human Race.” - WSP
On November 1, 1961, 50,000 American women in 60 cities answered Dagmar Wilson’s call to protest nuclear
testing. Organized in six weeks, it was the largest peace demonstration of its time.
Wilson was angered that men discussed nuclear weapons in solely technical terms. “So I called every woman in my
address book to ask what they think of an action for peace. The idea of housewives striking was arresting, and
the response overwhelming.” - Wilson
Success of the first strike drew more women to action and WSP was born, reaching 500,000 members within
months.
“Radioactive fallout was an emergency, not merely an issue.” - Ethel Taylor
Alarmed by politicians’ lack of urgency, WSP maintained pressure at institutions, strategically using
motherhood to advance peace.
“I saw the ladies myself. I recognized why they were here. There were a great number of them. It
was in the rain . . . I considered that their message was received.” - President John F. Kennedy
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BACKGROUND
“GENTLEMEN, WHAT ARE YOU AFRAID OF?” - Los Angeles WSP to HUAC

Protesting was strengthened with diplomacy. On day one, Wilson sought help from Mrs. Kennedy and Mrs.
Khrushchev, both of whom obliged.
“We . . . accept the responsibility to act to influence the course of government for peace. We join with women throughout
the world to challenge the right of any nation . . . to hold the power of life and death over the world."
- WSP 1962 Declaration

Diplomacy expanded internationally. WSP traveled to Geneva to lobby at the 17-nation Committee on Disarmament.
Despite FBI surveillance, WSP subsequently traveled to Moscow, “to find out the aspirations and values of Soviet
women.” (Wilson)
Summoned to testify before the House Un-American Activities Committee upon returning from Moscow, WSP used
“motherhood” to attack the HUAC, contending, “mothers arguing for peace were the most loyal Americans.”
(Powers/Vogel)
“If the (HUAC) knew its Greek as well as it knows its Lenin, it would have left the women peace strikers
alone . . . Instead with typical male arrogance, it . . . has come out of it covered with foolishness.”
- Russell Baker, NYT

Soon after, the U.S.S.R. and U.S. ratified the Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. Kennedy’s Science Advisor gave WSP
direct credit, “not the arms controllers inside the government.” (Weisner)
Well-positioned from their Test Ban success, WSP was first to demand peace in Vietnam. On March 4, 1964, they
picketed the White House, declaring, “make 1964 the year the world turned away from war.” (WSP)
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Women Strike for Peace provided a new perspective on the Vietnam War through unconventional diplomacy,
which empowered them to debate American politicians’ motives and inspire thousands to promote peace.
“We go to show the world that women are capable of meeting together in spite of their
countries’ killing each other . . . Women may be able to do what no governments can do,
pave the way to peace through the love and protection of their children.”
- Mary Clarke, LA WSP, Hanoi & Djakarta diplomatic meetings coordinator

“We represented our country, whether America liked it or not.”
- Lorraine Gordon, NY WSP, Geneva diplomatic meetings coordinator

WSP understood face-to-face diplomacy could “force a change in administration policy,” so they bravely
traveled to Hanoi, and later, Djakarta, to speak directly with Vietnamese women. (Clarke) Wilson explained
this permitted “freedom from dependence on the judgments of the Viet Nam experts.” Thus began an alliance
based on exchanging information between women when political leaders from the two nations were not
talking.
WSP built rapport with Secretary-General Thant who “expressed to the women his appreciation of the efforts of
their organization in the cause of peace.” (The Evening Star)
ACTION
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Unsuccessful in meeting Defense Secretary McNamara, 2,500 women picketed the Pentagon, “jeered and
laughed at by Pentagon employees and unable to speak to anyone in authority.” (February 1967 Memo)
“High on nerve, and scared but articulate, the six [WSP members] cornered
more Washington brass in less than 48 hours than most top lobbyists reach in a
week, . . . including several senators, representatives, and finally the VP.”
- Charles Nicodemus

“There is nothing I can do.” - Ronald Reagan
Congressmen urged WSP to petition local officials who directed them back to Congress. WSP decided, “if
nobody is going to do anything at any of these levels of elected representatives, the women will have to do it
themselves.” (Madeline Duckles)
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“We believe in communicating with people, no matter what governments say.” - Dagmar Wilson
As America limited press, WSP returned to Vietnam to bridge gaps.
“[Hanoi] is not going to be bullied into this . . . the country is totally
unified . . . I don’t think there’s anyone left in Vietnam, North or South,
who isn’t in the resistance movement against America.”
- Dagmar Wilson

WSP met frequently in Paris with Nguyen Thi Binh who relayed contradictory information of the
intensifying war.
Despite officials disregarding WSP as policy-makers, their determination increased. WSP met
Under-Secretary Bunche, accusing America of violating the U.N. Charter.
"WSP, having been in direct communication with the Vietnamese since 1961, knows that the only way to peace is
through the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Vietnam.” - Dagmar Wilson
Unfortunately, WSP never swayed Nixon.
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“. . . The most important thing is that women bring forth life, and our overwhelming
need is to conserve it. That is why the struggle for peace – for life – is ours."
- Barbara Bick, Memo Editor

“We were doing a job of being good mothers by becoming involved in
political action for the sake of our children’s survival.”
- Amy Swerdlow, Memo Editor

WSP’s monthly periodical, Memo, mobilized thousands as informed activists. Women shared experiences,
showcased the impact of their action, and inspired more to join.
“Thousands of women are forever indebted to Dagmar for her leadership, her unique
initiative and her vision of women being able to change the world.”
- Cora Weiss

Rankin, first Congresswoman and lifelong pacifist, led “several thousand concerned women to
present a petition…for redress of grievances.” (January 18, 1968 Congressional Record)
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IMPACT
“YOUR LADIES ARE OUT THERE AGAIN.”
- Jerome Wiesner, Kennedy’s Science Advisor

“We have a powerful force–our vote. Women of courage and persistence won us this precious right . . .
Now we must use it courageously in our own special interests, the interests of family, children, a peaceful
and fruitful life.” - Bella Abzug, WSP’s Legislative Committee Creator/Chairperson
“The Women’s Vote is the Peace Vote" - NY WSP
Abzug marshaled women’s majority vote into political force to demand troop withdrawal, ending the draft, and
limiting war spending. The campaign brought Abzug into Congress.
“We saw the need for the participation of women…at peacemaking tables…Without
women at the table, the table is not legitimate. No women, no peace.”
- Cora Weiss, coordinator of WSP’s P.O.W. return effort and drafter of UN Security Council Resolution 1325

“President Nixon was using prisoners of war as a pretext to continue the bombing of North Vietnam, but families in the
United States did not know whether or not their loved ones were prisoners.” - Cora Weiss
Weiss petitioned her Vietnamese contacts for a list of prisoners to “weaken the angry campaign that was
perpetuating the war.” (Weiss)
Four-time Nobel Peace Prize nominee Weiss leads international peace organizations. She helped draft
U.N. S.C. Resolution 1325, which commands women’s involvement in peacebuilding as international law.
CONCLUSION
WSP used relentless, face-to-face diplomacy to advance nuclear disarmament, reveal the cruelty of Vietnam hidden by
politicians’ ignorance and indifference, secure the release of POWs, encourage thousands of women as activists and leaders,
and cement women’s role in the prevention of war.
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“It is true we women of WSP working for peace have walked thousands of miles, written
plane-loads of letters to our president, our congressmen, and the heads of our states. We’ve
vigiled at the Federal Building; we’ve attended conferences of women like ourselves around
the world . . . At the same time, we’ve made hundreds of thousands of beds, changed a
million diapers and cooked two million meals, not to mention the mountains of dishes we’ve
washed . . . Of course, we’re as good over the hot line as we are over a hot stove.”
- LA WSP/Peace de Resistance Cookbook
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